
zoe | juniper

“The blending of their talents has  

produced some of the most impressive

dance | visual spectacles to come out 

of  Seattle in recent years.”

- Michael Upchurch, The Seattle Times

www.zoejuniper.org

Co-Artistic Directors 

Zoe Scofield + Juniper Shuey



“like a crazy dream you just can’t shake” - Karen Campbell, The Boston Globe

zoe | juniper is a Seattle based 
dance and visual art team co-founded
by choreographer Zoe Scofield and 
visual artist Juniper Shuey.  
The company creates stunning 
dance, video installations, and 
photographic works. 

CURRENT REP

Clear & Sweet
NDP TOUR SUPPORT AVAILABLE

BEGINAGAIN

Clear & Sweet is a multi-disciplinary performance 
incorporating dance and live vocals based on an 
inquiry into Sacred Harp Singing, a form of 
spirtual a capella choral singing founded in 
Southern Baptist churches, but now practiced in 
secular groups. zoe | juniper will integrate sacred 
harp singers into audiences creating an  
immersive sonic, physical and visual experience. 

“BeginAgain is pure magic! Exquisite...

Scofield and Shuey are a powerful match!” 

- Alexandra Wells, Juilliard

BegingAgain questions the multiplicity of self, 
memory and perspective through two parallel 
solos, weaving in and out of each other. Juniper 
Shuey’s futuristic design explores new 
technological methods juxtaposed against  
Zoe Scofield’s intense, primal choreography, 
featuring Ms. Scofield and duet partner Ariel 
Freedman (Batsheva Dance Company,  
Kidd Pivot). 

Clear & Sweet was commissioned through the National 
Performance Network’s Creation Fund with lead funding 
from the New England Foundation for the Arts’ National 
Dance Project, MAP Fund, 4Culture, and Seattle Office of Arts 
& Culture. Zoe also received a Guggenheim Fellowship for 
her work with Clear & Sweet. 

CURRENT BOOKINGS

Fall 2016  
Contemporary Art Center, New Orleans *Premiere 
On the Boards, Seattle 
Carolina Performing Arts, Chapel Hill 

Spring 2017
New York Live Arts, New York
Bates Dance Festival, Lewiston

BeginAgain was co-commissioned by On the Boards 
through the support of their Performance Production  
Program and The Joyce Theater in partnership with 
3-Legged Dog and received support from The Princess 
Grace Foundation Special Projects Award, National Dance 
Project’s Tour Support and Foundation for Contemporary 
Arts Emergency Grant. 

PREVIOUS BOOKINGS

2014 - 2015 
On the Boards, Seattle
Installation, 3-Legged Dog with The Joyce, New York
PS 122’s COIL Festival, New York
DancePlace, Washington D.C.
REDCAT, Los Angeles
FringeArts, Philadephia 
The Body Festival, Christchurch New Zealand
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zoe | juniper’s work  

extends beyond the  

stage through  

Master Classes, 

Workshops,  

Residencies and  

Commissions by  

bringing the  

company’s unique 

creative process  

to schools and  

dance companies 

across the country. 

Master Class 

zoe | juniper’s classes utilize a somatic approach to technique. 
Classes are physically rigorous, deep, and kinesthetically  
challenging; a space where product oriented results takes rest 
and active experience reigns. We combine musicality, visual and 
physical metaphors in both improvisation and structured forms 
as a vehicle to surprise and further each dancers’ potential. As 
teachers, it is our desire to help students foster a body that is 
available, aware and in command of its’ senses, intuition and 
physicality. Available as a single class or a workshop/intensive.

Repertory Class

Rather than simply learning a piece, this single class or  
workshop brings students into zoe | juniper’s creative process. 
By analyzing Zoe and Juniper’s choreographic, visual and sound 
instruction, each dancer will have a personal experience inside of 
the composition. Students discover the emotional and physical 
experiences of the work and gain a more profound level of  
ownership inside of the creative process. If you are
interested in your students performing a work see below for 
commissions. 

Camera, Projection &  

Choreography Workshop

By blending their unique talents and skills, Zoe Scofield and 
Juniper Shuey co-teach a varying range of cinematic and  
compositional workshops. Students will look at translating  
moving bodies into the static and distilled medium of the 
camera. Depending on equipment availability students may use  
cameras as tools to create performance choreography inside of 
the camera. This workshop may also include projection  
techniques and content creation for the express purpose of 
shaping and manipulating a stage or gallery setting through 
projection and installation design. 

Commissions

Commission a new work or a variation on a past work for your 
students or dance company. Commissions are available with 
intensive rehearsal residencies between 1 - 4 weeks and range in 
length and production value depending on needs and resources. 

zoe | juniper has been commissioned to make new works on  
students ranging from high school to college age and  
professional dance companies. Past commissioners include: 
BodyTraffic, Boston Conservatory, CalArts, Cornish College of the 
Arts, Pennsylvania Ballet, Velocity Dance Center. 



Booking Info

Stefanie Karlin
Managing Director 

847.609.3597
stefanie@zoejuniper.org

zoe | juniper
www.zoejuniper.org

www.vimeo.com/zoejuniper

“If you are  looking for something new in dance, something that goes way 

beyond bodies moving across space and even beyond dance theater and  

performance art, this could be just the ticket.”

- Bess J.M. Hochstein, Rural Intelligence 

Zoe Scofield and Juniper Shuey began their collaboration in 2004. Since, their 
work has been commissioned and presented by American Realness Festival, Bates Dance 

Festival, BodyTraffic, Boston Conservatory for the Arts, Bumbershoot, CAC New Orleans, 
CalArts, Carolina Performing Arts, City Arts Festival, CNDC Angers, Columbia College 

Chicago, Cornish College of the Arts, Dance Theater Workshop/NYLA, DancePlace, 
Edge Festival/GloAtl, FringeArts, Frye Art Museum, Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival, 

Myrna Loy Center, New York Live Arts, On the Boards, Pennsylvania Ballet,  
PS122’ s COIL Festival with Baryshnikov Arts Center, PuSh Festival,  
REDCAT, SCUBA National Touring Network, Southern Lights Dance, 

Spectrum Dance Theater, The Joyce, Trafo House of Contemporary Art, 
Velocity Dance Center, Wesleyan University, World Music/CRASHArts, 

Yerba Buena Center for the Arts.

 The company has been awarded residencies and grants from 
4Culture, Artist Trust,  Case Van Rij, Foundation for Contemporary
 Arts, The Glenn H. Kawasaki Foundation, The MacDowell Colony,  

MAD AIR, MAP Fund, Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation, National Performance 
Network, New England Foundation for the Arts’ National Dance Project, 

Princess Grace Foundation, Seattle Foundation, Seattle Office of Arts & Culture, 
The Guggenheim Foundation, The Mellon Foundation, Trust for Mutual Understanding

zoe | juniper

“The complex connection between Scofield’s choreography and Shuey’s  

visual design reveals an intrinsic truth about self and those aspects of 

humanity that unite us all.”
- Steven Weisz, The Dance Journal


